Business & Economics in Chile

Study Abroad with UCEAP in Santiago, Chile

Study like a local in Chile, where free market policies created economic success as well as socioeconomic challenges. Choose courses in your major or any other department while studying at either University of Chile or the P. Catholic University of Chile. Both departments are highly ranked, with dynamic research programs, close ties to business communities, and faculty with PhDs from renowned universities. UCEAP will help you find an internship in Santiago.

Highlights
- Study in Spanish and gain fluency
- Do an internship for academic credit
- Visit the Atacama Desert, Patagonia & more

Study at La Chile’s FEN

Located in the heart of Santiago’s cultural and student quarter, the School of Business and Economics (known as FEN) runs its own social programs for international students. Alongside academic programs, it offers an MBA and its faculty participate actively in public debates about inequality, justice, constitutional reform and regional business opportunities and responsibilities.

Study at La Católica

Located on the San Joaquín campus, the Economics and Administration Department has a strong liberal tradition, with expertise in finance, anti-poverty interventions, and statistics. San Joaquín offers modern facilities for study, sports, and leisure.

Prefer to study in English?

No problem! La Chile’s FEN offers over 15 courses in English every semester. This means you can take all your coursework in English if you want to, without any Spanish language requirements. You can also pursue an internship with an organization seeking English speakers. Contact your UCEAP advisor for more information.

La Chile’s FEN. Credits: UCh

La Católica’s Business and Economics School. Credits: PUC
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